
Based on insights from a survey of 2,000 US consumers.

Webinar: 
How the Pandemic has 
changed consumer 
shopping habits and the 
demand for appointment 
scheduling 



We surveyed 2,000 US consumers



The pandemic has changed the way that 
people shop online vs in-stores

In 2020 online shopping grew by 36%, the highest in 13 years.

But as the threat of COVID-19 declines which 
habits are here to stay?

Are consumers still concerned about 
shopping in stores? 

In September 2020, 82% of customers were avoiding non-essential stores. 33% for essential stores.
Statista shows – April 2020 retail traffic down 96%. 

June 2020 down 62% and still down 34% by October.

How can we make them less concerned?



More and more retailers are deploying 
appointment scheduling software.

Has the pandemic made appointment 
scheduling more valued by the customer?

How will this look after the pandemic?

What types of appointments do customers 
want to schedule in which types of stores?

What is the business case for a retailer?



Online growth is 
here to stay.

Customers are eager 
to return to 

non-essential stores, 
but need confidence.

Appointments are 
here to stay.

Key findings
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During the pandemic 
(compared to before the pandemic)

Online shopping has grown  

• 47% are more likely to shop for essential and non-essential 

products online

• - Mirrors insights that 2020 online shopping grew by 36%.

Essential physical retail has grown. 

• 46% are more likely to visit essential shops during the 

pandemic

Non-essential physical retail has been the hardest hit.

• Only 34% said they are more likely to visit non-essential 

stores when they’re open while an additional 27% said they 

are less likely
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After the pandemic 
(compared to before the pandemic)

Online shopping will continue to grow, but slightly slower

• 42% of consumers are more likely to shop for essential 

and non-essential products online, compared to 49% 

during the pandemic

Essential physical retail growth will slow 

• Only 36% said they are more likely to visit essential 

shops, compared to 46% during the pandemic

Non-essential physical retail will bounce back

• 43% said they are more likely to visit non-essential 

stores, the highest growth area. 
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After the pandemic 
(compared to before the pandemic)

Younger age groups are most eager to return to non-essential 

stores after the pandemic, with 44% more likely compared to 

before.

Baby Boomers also plan to visit non-essential stores more than 

before and during the pandemic (36%).

All generations are equally likely to continue with increased 

online shopping habits after the pandemic, though the Baby 

Boomer group saw the greatest growth during the pandemic.

Younger age groups are less likely to increase visits to essential 

stores than Baby Boomers.
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How can stores prepare….

Our 2020 survey shows what concerns customers most 

within stores. Addressing these factors can help retailers to 

build customer confidence to visit stores.

Effective methods from retailers:

• Mask wearing preferences

• Tools to manage and disperse waiting customers

• Scheduled visits and service

• Curbside / Doorside order pickup

• Clear sanitisation processes

• Ventilation 

• Virtual services 
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How can stores prepare….

Younger, digitally-savvy consumers are most eager to 

return to stores.

They also have greater customer experience expectations 

and want retailers to use digital tools to manage their 

experience. 

Using tools to manage customers can help encourage 

these consumers to return to stores, particularly because 

the fast spreading Delta variant means that customer 

hesitancy will exist for some time.
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Queuing is more of a concern

42% of consumers said they are more likely to be 

concerned about queuing within stores during the 

pandemic. 

Even after the pandemic, 36% of consumers said 

they will still be more concerned by queuing in 

stores compared to before the pandemic. 

Consumers that will be more or less concerned by 
queuing during and after the pandemic
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Queuing is more of a concern

Millennial and GenZ customers are 28% more 

likely to be more concerned by queuing during 

the pandemic... 

And they are 36% more likely after the 

pandemic than baby boomers. 

Consumers that will be more or less concerned 
by queuing during and after the pandemic
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Queuing is more of a concern

Millennials are the largest consumer group worldwide and 

GenZ consumers are growing in both spend and social 

media power.

Appointment scheduling, virtual queueing systems and 

curbside/doorside pickup processes can all allay concerns 

about waiting in stores.
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How will the decrease in COVID-19 cases impact 
consumer shopping and banking habits?

• 30% say they will visit stores more as the vaccine rolls 

out.

• 24% said they would be happier visiting stores that 

monitor whether customers have had the vaccine.

• Only 17% plan to reduce their online shopping habits.

• 30% expect their habits to remain the same as during 

the pandemic.

How the vaccination roll-out impacts consumer shopping habits
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How will the decrease in COVID-19 cases impact 
consumer shopping habits?

Customers that believe COVID is real were most 

likely to increase store visits as the vaccine rolls 

out. 

How the vaccination roll-out impacts consumer shopping habits
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How will the decrease in COVID-19 cases impact 
consumer shopping habits?

Interestingly, older generations were less likely than younger 

generations to reduce their online shopping habits (our 

earlier insights showed that half of Baby Boomers had 

increased their online shopping habits during the pandemic)

Younger generations are again slightly more eager to return 

to stores.

Both generations are almost equally interested in retailers 

monitoring COVID vaccines.

How the vaccination roll-out impacts consumer shopping habits
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Vaccine passport interest by industry

Consumer vaccine passport demand by industry

One in five consumers (20%) said essential retail 

stores and banks should make vaccine passports 

mandatory. 

Slightly fewer consumers (17%) felt vaccine 

passports were needed in non-essential retail stores.
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Vaccine passport interest by industry

Consumer vaccine passport demand by industry

• Younger generations were 28% more likely to want 

vaccine passports in non-essential stores, but only 

5% more likely in non-essential stores

• These figures indicate that they want to go back to 

non-essential stores, but want to feel safe when 

they do so.
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How long do they expect to be concerned about 
shopping in stores

• Half (50%) said they expect to be concerned for up to 

12 months (27% expect under 6 months and 21% 

between 7-11 months). 

• Around a third (29%) expect to be concerned for 

between one and five years (21% expect under 1-2 

years and 8% said 3-5 years). 

• 10% of consumers say they expect to be concerned 

about shopping in stores forever. 

How long consumers expect to be concerned about 
shopping in stores as a result of COVID-19

50%

29%
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What can we learn from these insights 

1) Online shopping amongst the older generations has 

grown and will continue to do so. Retailers should 

continue to build their ecommerce presence with both 

their younger and older customer groups in mind.

1) The in-store experience must be prepared for the 

younger generations who are the most eager to return. 

The pandemic has changed customer habits for the long 

term… meaning that the changes made will have a long 

term business case.

1) All generations are still concerned about COVID-19, so 

retailers need to make their stores experiences feel 

seamless and safe to build customer confidence.
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How some retailers are responding 

Appointment scheduling for

• Store Visits

• In-person services 

• Virtual services

Walk-in virtual queue 

management 

software

Curbside or 

doorside pickup of 

online orders

Virtual events 
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Appointment scheduling is a fast growing space in 2021 
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Appointment scheduling demand by industry 

Across every retail industry more than 70% of 
customers want to be able to schedule at least one 
type of appointment. 

Appointment scheduling interest for at least one kind of 
appointment by industry 
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Appointment scheduling demand by appointment type

On average 

• In-store service appointments were most 
interesting (38%) 

• Followed by appointments to visit stores to shop 
(28%)

• Followed by appointments for virtual service 
(24%)

On average what types of appointments do customers want

1

3

2
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Patterns are the same across industries

Pharmacy and grocery retail Beauty retail Phone and electronics Jewelry
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Varied Patterns in Fashion and Travel

Fashion Travel

Avg: 31%

Avg: 19%

Avg: 33%

Avg: 71%
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In-store service appointment demand 

Interest is high across all industries at 38% on 

average.

Interest is highest in stores where the product value 

is highest or speaking to advisors is essential to the 

purchase.

However, 29% of customers still want to be able to 

schedule appointments in stores such as book stores 

and hardware retailers. 
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Virtual appointment demand 

Virtual appointment demand is higher in non-

essential retail stores (25%)

compared with 20% for essential stores.

It is most sought after in high-value purchase 

stores such as  travel agencies and real-

estate, followed by banks, phone, luxury and 

electronics retail.
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Store visit appointment demand 

Store visit appointment demand Is mostly 

higher in non-essential retail stores (30%) 

compared with 27% for essential stores.

Interest is focused on stores where browsing 

is just as valid a reason for visiting as 

receiving one-to-one service. These include 

fashion, jewelry, beauty, electronics, luxury 

and car dealerships.
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Appointment scheduling demand by job seniority 

Who wants to schedule appointments 
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Appointment scheduling demand by age group

81% of the younger generations want to schedule at 

least one type of appointment.

These insights indicate that appointment scheduling 

services are one way to allay younger generations 

concerns about shopping in stores.
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Appointment scheduling demand by age group

Both age groups are equally interested in service appointments. 

Younger generations are twice as interested in virtual service 

appointments, suggesting that we’re just at the start of an 

omnichannel revolution.

Younger generations are slightly more interested in 

appointments to visit shops to browse.



The pandemic has increased appointment demand
…and this will continue 

During the pandemic – how likely will you be to After the pandemic (compared to pre-pandemic) –
how likely will you be to

46% 43%



More likely during the pandemic by age generation More likely after the pandemic by age generation

The younger generation’s interest is largely the same post pandemic as during the pandemic. 
This indicates that appointments will become a big part of our omnichannel future.

47% 45%45% 36%



More likely after the pandemic by belief in COVID or not

Interest in appointments is still strong in consumers who don’t believe that COVID-19 is 
real, particularly after the pandemic.

More likely during the pandemic by belief in COVID or not 

51% 43%40% 43%



Who has used appointment scheduling recently 

40% of people overall, but younger generations were more likely 
to have used an appointment scheduling service recently. 

By age generation By job seniority

Senior professionals were significantly more likely to have 
used an appointment scheduling service recently.



The Business Case For Appointment 
Scheduling is Extremely Strong
Appointment scheduling increases customer acquisition 
sales, loyalty and advocacy

93% of customers that have used an appointment service in 
the last 12 months said it had at least one positive impact on 
them. 

• 33% said it made them more likely to visit the retailer in the 
first place.

• 24% said it drove them to buy something from the retailer.

• 21% said it drove them to tell their friends about the 
retailer.

• 25% said it drove them to choose the retailer over their 
competitors.

• 29% said it’s made them more likely to return to the 
retailer.

Quantifying these results financially

The average 100 store retailer with 200 appointments per 
month stands to gain an additional $99k per store per annum.

$9 million across 100 stores.

$3.3 million in direct sales 

$6.6 million resulting from greater loyalty and advocacy.



The business case for appointment scheduling 

Millennials and GenZ most likely to buy something and 
much more likely to tell their friends about the retailer.

With these groups growing in spending power the 
business case for appointments scheduling software also 
continues to grow, explaining why so many retailers are 
deploying this software now.

The increased advocacy shows the omnichannel benefits or 
enhancing service is greatest amongst young generations.

Impact the appointment service had by age group



The business case for appointment scheduling 

There is a strong correlation between higher job 
seniority and increased likelihood of being driven to 
purchase as a result of an appointment scheduling 
system.

Driven to buy something by job seniority

Senior professionals were significantly more likely to have 
use an appointment scheduling service recently.



Why customers want to schedule appointments

Safety is the main benefit followed closely by interest in 

saving time (29%), followed by better planning of their 

day (24%), and having time to prepare what to discuss in 

advance (24%). 

80% of consumers saw at least one benefit in being able 

to schedule in-store or virtual appointments.



Preferred methods of appointment scheduling by 
generation (ordered by Millennial and GenZ priority)

Millennial and GenZ preferred methods:
• Through the company’s website (27%)
• By calling the store (24%)
• Through a general scheduling app (21%)
• In-person through a store associate (21%)
• Through the company’s app (18%)
• By calling the call center (14%)
• By scanning a QR code from an ad (14%)

Baby Boomer preferred methods:
• By calling the store (47%)
• Through the company’s website (32%)
• Through the company’s app (21%)
• In-person through a store associate (19%)
• By calling the call center (17%)
• Through a general scheduling app (9%)
• By scanning a QR code from an ad (2%)

Deploying an appointment solution is easy:
• Equip stores, then enable appointments online.
• Other channels can be added later to further boost traffic.

How customers want to schedule 
appointments



The pandemic has increased appointment demand
…and this will continue 

When asked directly:

• 52% of customers agreed that more retailers should offer an 
appointment service during the pandemic.

• 50% of customers agreed that more retailers should offer an 
appointment service after the pandemic.

COVID-19 has been a catalyst for a new omnichannel 
appointment scheduling trend that will be here to stay.

Industry experts are also catching onto this theme.

Agree and strongly agree with the statement 



Conclusions
Online shopping habits have changed for good, especially among older generations.

Customers are still eager to get back to non-essential stores, but they don’t feel confident to visit (and may not do so for 
sometime).

Younger generations are the most eager to return to non-essential stores (and even the most likely to reduce their online 
shopping habits), but they are also the most cautious. 

Retailers need to find ways to offer safe in-store experiences that encourage customer confidence. Insights show that these 
younger generations are most likely to appreciate more digital ways of being managed, such as appointment scheduling and 
virtual queueing.

The pandemic has increased demand for appointments and this demand will continue amongst all customer types: age groups 
(particularly younger), job seniority and regardless of whether customers believe in COVID or not. This indicates that we are
entering a new era of omnichannel retailing.

Not just appointments for in-store services, but also appointments just to shop within stores and to receive virtual services.

The business case is extremely powerful as appointments have proven to increase sales, loyalty and advocacy amongst a 
quarter of customers.

The preferred appointment scheduling methods of customers proves that implementing appointment scheduling software is 
easy – start with store teams and website and then build on.



We’re helping 
leading brands to 
drive omnichannel 
sales & loyalty
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Walk-in Virtual QueuingAppointment Scheduling Contactless Order Pickup 

Occupancy Tracking Event Booking Task Management

Choreograph Safe, Efficient and Engaging 
Experiences…. That Convert



Founder / CEO
info@qudini.com

Thank you for watching 

Imogen Wethered

Get in touch



Our Retail Choreography suite 

Appointment 
Scheduling

Queue 
Management

Event 
Booking

Task 
Management

Powers leading global brands

Who are we



Appointment Demand - Jewelry Retail 

76% of jewelry retail customers want to be able to schedule 
at least one type appointment: 

• 36% for in-store services,

• 23% for virtual appointments (by video or phone) and,

• 32% just to visit stores.

Read the full survey: 
https://www.qudini.com/resource_whitepapers/appointment
-scheduling-report-jewelry/

https://www.qudini.com/resource_whitepapers/appointment-scheduling-report-jewelry/


Appointment Demand – Jewelry Retail
Based on whether customers 
believe Covid-19 is real or not By age generation By job seniority

Overall demand equally strong regardless of 
belief in COVID-19 or not. In-store service 
appointments are of most interest to those that 
believe in COVID-19.

Millennial and GenZ demand for appointment 
scheduling is strongest, but Baby Boomer 
interest still very strong.

Senior professionals are most interested in 
scheduling appointments.



Appointment Demand - Luxury Retail 

76% of luxury retail customers want to be able to schedule 
at least one type appointment: 

• 35% for in-store services,

• 27% for virtual appointments (by video or phone) and,

• 30% just to visit stores.

Read the full survey: 
https://www.qudini.com/resource_whitepapers/appointment
-scheduling-report-luxury/

https://www.qudini.com/resource_whitepapers/appointment-scheduling-report-luxury/


Appointment Demand – Luxury Retail
Based on whether customers 
believe Covid-19 is real or not By age generation By job seniority

Overall demand is equally strong regardless of 
belief in COVID-19 or not. In-store service 
appointments are of most interest to those that 
believe in COVID-19.

Millennial and GenZ demand for appointment 
scheduling is strongest, but Baby Boomer 
interest is still very strong.

Senior professionals are most interested in 
scheduling appointments.



Appointment Demand – Beauty Retail

76% of makeup and skincare retail customers want to be 
able to schedule at least one type appointment: 

• 35% for in-store services,

• 25% for virtual appointments (by video or phone) 

• 31% just to visit stores.

Read the full survey: 
https://www.qudini.com/resource_whitepapers/appointment
-scheduling-report-makeup-skincare-beauty/

https://www.qudini.com/resource_whitepapers/appointment-scheduling-report-makeup-skincare-beauty/


Appointment Demand – Beauty Retail
Based on whether customers 
believe Covid-19 is real or not By age generation By job seniority

Overall demand is equally strong regardless of 
belief in COVID-19 or not. In-store service 
appointments are of most interest to those that 
believe in COVID-19.

Millennial and GenZ demand for appointment 
scheduling is strongest, but Baby Boomer 
interest still very strong.

Senior professionals are most interested in 
scheduling appointments.



Appointment Demand – Pharmacy Retail

76% of pharmacy retail customers want to be able to 
schedule at least one type appointment: 

• 41% for in-store services,

• 23% for virtual appointments (by video or phone) and,

• 24% just to visit stores.

Read the full survey: 
https://www.qudini.com/resource_whitepapers/appointment
-scheduling-report-pharmacy/

https://www.qudini.com/resource_whitepapers/appointment-scheduling-report-pharmacy/


Appointment Demand – Pharmacy Retail
Based on whether customers 
believe Covid-19 is real or not By age generation By job seniority

Overall demand is equally strong regardless of 
belief in COVID-19 or not. In-store service 
appointments are of most interest to those that 
believe in COVID-19.

Millennial and GenZ demand for appointment 
scheduling is strongest, but Baby Boomer 
interest still very strong.

Senior professionals are most interested in 
scheduling appointments.



Thank you 
for reading

Get in touch
info@qudini.com
www.qudini.com

Author
Imogen Wethered
CEO & Founder | Qudini

Virtual Queuing System
To manage store occupancy and to 
enable customers to wait in lines 
virtually using their phone or through a 
host with a tablet.

Appointment Scheduling Software
To enable customers to schedule 
store visits and in-person service or 
virtual service 24/7 from any 
channel.

Contactless Order Pickup Check-in
To enable customers with online orders to 
check-in when they arrive at store so that 
store teams bring their order to them 
outside of the store.

Qudini’s Retail Choreography Solutions
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• WHAT WE DO AND EXAMPLE CLIENTS

• WHAT SOME RETAILERS ARE DOING IN LIGHT OF THESE INSIGHTS 

• ADD IN EARLIER INSIGHTS

• Graph headers reivew 

• REVIEW where to put conclusive sections – eg what should retailers do. 
Dropping in throughout is probably good. Also add better images in 

• What we do at the end.

• Key insights – younger generations want to get back to stores

Prepare questions –
• What industries are you seeing most deploy appointment software
• What results have you seen with appointments 
• How do you expect these insights look for a European audience
• Tell us more about the insights for jewellery retail 


